
In the recent APEX meeting, I summarized the following work to
be finished before we write our report. Please let me know if there
are any comments from you:

1. Plasma current drive power: We need to identify one key person
to give us the estimate of the current drive power. My
suggestion is that we will use the value given to us by Dave
Majeski. Dave sent us an e-mail about one month ago. This
information is important because it gives another component on
surface heating.

(Key person  RN)

2. Power balance:  All the alpha power and the current drive power
have to go to either divertor of first wall. We need to keep the
divertor heat flux manageable (maybe < 50 MW/m2). The first
wall will have to handle other surface thermal load. Therefore,
we may have to change the surface heat flux to the CLIFF, from
1.4 MW/m2, to a higher value. (Key persons TR, DS,RN)

3. Divertor heat load, including leading edge effect. This heat load
and the heat flux at the leading edge has to be manageable. We
need to find out first what is the heat flux at the leading edge.
(Key person  RN)

4. Energy/mass balance and power conversion: We need to redo
the heat transfer calculation to assure that both the divertor and
CLIFF heat fluxes can be handled, and acceptable temperature
window exist.  (Key person DS, SS, TR)

5. Overall parameters: We need to establish the parameters table as
I sent out yesterday. (Key person  DS)



6. Configuration:  We need to adjust the configuration to be
consistent to the dimensions and the parameters. (Key person,
RF, CE, IS)

7. We need to calculate both the D and T burn fraction. With this
burn fraction, we can assess the pumping requirement. (Key
person, RN)

8. T inventory and control:  We need to assess the issues and
uncertainties on the tritium inventory and control. (Key person,
BM,DS)

9. T breeding: We need to minimize the Be inventory while
provide sufficient tritium breeding. (key person MY)

With those work done, we will be able to put together the
following papers:

1. Overview      Sze, team
2. Divertor integration  Nygren
3. Flibe transmutation   Sawan
4. Temperature window   Sze, team
5. Safety       Merrill
6. Breeding and shielding   Youssef

There are much discussion on the papers. The suggestion is that we
may have too many papers. Also, some of the papers, such as
safety, breeding etc, can be combined with Task-4 papers on the
same subject. Also, there have been recommendations that this
issue will only cover 2 or 3 papers from each task, with the rest of
the paper presented by itself.  Please let me know what are your
suggestions.


